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AAaM~H r.r. ~ AP-
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npeAno~eH MeTOA nocTpoeH~~ driving noTeHu,~ana An~ 
ABOviHovi ~AepHovi C~CTeMbl B paMKax M~KpOCKOn~4eCKoro 
nOAXOAa. ~cnonb3yeTC~ ¢eHOMeHonor~4eCKOe COOTHOWeH~e 
Me~AY TpaHcnOpTHblM~ K03¢¢~u,~eHTaM~ ~ driving noTeH
u,~anoM. Pe3ynbTaT~ pac4eTOB noKa3an~ YA~B~TenbHOe 
CXOACTBO M~KPOCKOn~4eCKOro ~ ¢eHOMeHonor~4eCKoro dri
ving noTeHu,~anoB, 4TO ~Bn~eTC~ AOnonH~TenbHblM nOATBep
~AeH~eM cnpaBeAn~BOCT~ M~KpOCKOn~4eCKoro nOAXOAa. 

Pa6oTa s~nonHeHa s na6opaTop~~ TeopeT~4ecKovi ¢~3~
K~ o~srn. 
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A method is proposed to derive the driving poten
tial for a dinuclear system within microscopic appro
ach. The phenomenological ratio between the trans
port coefficients and driving potential is used. The 
calculated results have demonstrated surprising like
ness of the microscopic and phenomenological driving 
potentials. This is the further argument for the va
lidity of the microscopic approach. 

The investigation has been performed at the Labo
ratory of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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1. Introduction 

The time evolution of a dinuclear system is described usually in the framework of the 

tnmsport model. In this approach the time dependence of the probability Pz(A)(t) to 

find a system at the moment t in the state with the charge (mass) asymmetry Z(A) 

is described by the master equation 

. aPz(A)(t) ( ) ( ) 
at = Az~t(A+t/Z+1(A+1)(t) + ALt(A-l)PZ-l(A-t)(t) 

(Ai1~> + Aic~i)PzcA)(t). (1) 

Transport coefficients Ai~~) characterize the probability of the nucleon tt-ahsfor from 

a heavy to a light nucleus (Ai1~i) or in the opposite direction (A~(~)). To simplify the 

notation in the following, we will write Z instead of Z(A) having in mind that charge 

and mass evolutions are described analogously. In 1) the following parameterization 

has been suggested for the transport coefficients 

A~<~>= s0 exp {[U(Z) - U(Z - 1))/2-r}, 
(+) . 

Az(A) = so exp {[U(Z) - U(Z + 1))/2r}. (2) 

Here s0 is a cc instant characterizing the time scale, T is the temperature of the dinuclear 

system which can be expressed through the excitation energy of the system Et in the 

Fermi gas approximation by the expression r = ~ where a= (Ap + A1·)/8 :Me\T. 

Here Ap and Ar are the mass numbers of the light and heavy fragment. The excitation 

energy Ei depends on the kinetic energy of the projectile and the orbital momentum l 

of collision. The potential en.ergy of the dinuclear system U(Z) which is a function of 

the light fragment charge z completely determines the evolution direction depending 

on the position of the injection point with respect to the Busin?ro-Gatlone maximum. 

fhe parame.terization (2) uses the macroscopic characteristics cf the system. In 

th~ pheno'menological models the potential energy is taken as a sum of the liquid drop 

energy, the shell correction term which decreases ~ith in~reasing the excitation energy 

,md the nucleus-nucleus interaction energy, 

U(Z) = Uw(Z) + UsH(Z) exp(-E; / Eo) + U;ni(Z, R). (3) 

The parameter E0 characterizes the exponential decrease of the shell correction term 

with increasing the excitation energy Ei. The nucleus-nucleus interaction poten~ial 

Uint(Z, R) includes the Coulomb..ancLthe.nw:ie.a.r..terms. The ~ti.dear part of U;n1(Z, R) 
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can be taken in the well known proximity form 2 ). Hear-R is the distance between the 

centers of interacting nuclei. For heavy systems and the small values of I the influence 

of the rotational energy is negligible 3
). 

The dependence of the macroscopic nucleon transition probabilities D.i±) on Z is 

determined under the assumption that the nucleon can be transferred into any single 

particle state favoured by the energy conservation. In t_his approach, the. shell effects 

are included into D.i±) only through the nucleon separation energies. The structure 

of the single particle spectra is not taken into account although it is known fr:om the 

experimental data that it plays an important rnle in some ·cases. For instance, in 

the charge and mass distributions of the reaction products there are local maxima 

corresponding to the closed shell n_uclei 4 •5 ). Based on the knowledge of the potential 

energy surface it is not always possible to explain the increased production of the light 

nuclei 4He, 12C, 15N and 160 in deep inelastic heavy ion collisions. It means that 

during the collision the individual properties of the colliding nuclei are conserved and 

the shell effect plays an essential role. For this reason only the microscopic approach 

can be used. as a basis to treat these effects. 

2. Microscopic calculations of the driving potential 

The main ingredients of the microscopic model of deep inelastic collisions are the 

realistic single particle lev~l scheme, nucleon separation· energy, si~gle particle matrix 

elements of nucleon transfer under the action of the mean field of the reaction partner 

and the effective residual forces. The strength of the effective forces determines the 
. . . . ' 

characteristic time of the intrinsic excitation energy termalization. Up to now we di<l 

~ot take into account the r~sid~al f~rces directly but 
0

effecti~ely included their action 

into consideration introducing the temperature-dependent occupation numbers. 

The mi~roscopically determined t~ansition probabilities t.i±) 6 •7) are . 

. · . sin2 
("

1 [Ef, - El]) 
t.~+)=~tLJg;r(R)l2n;(T)(l-n;(T)) ~: ~z 2 . 

• P,T _ (EP_- ET) /4 

sin2 
("

1 [er, - e¥]) 
t.~-) = -1 L Jg;r(R)l2 n;(T)(l - n;(T)) . 

2
/l 2 

D.t P,T ( ef- e¥) /4 
(4) 

Here .p and T are the quantum numbers c~araclerizin'g the single particle stat~s Ill 

light ~nd heavy miclei respectively, np(nr) are th~ Lemperatur~~ <lep·<;udent occupati~n 

2 

numbers of the single particle states in light (heavy) nucleus, gPT are the proton 

· transition matrix elements. The time interval D.t must be larger than the relaxation 

time of the me~n field but considerably smaller than the characteristicff\;olution ti~e 

of the macroscopic quantities. The mutual influence of the mean fields ·of the reaction 

partners leads to the renormalization of th~ single particle energies. EP(T) of ~onin-
. . ' ., . ~ ':., 

teracting nuclei. Due to the long range character the Coulomb interaction gives the 

main contribution to this renormalization. Thus, for protons approximately 

-z 2 
EP(T} = EP(T} + Zr(P}e /2R, 

where ZP(T} is the atomic number of a light (heavy) fragment. As was sh~w~ in 8
) 

the Coulomb interaction increases the formation probability of the very asymmetric 

configurations. 

Peculiarities of the structure of interacting n~clei are taken into account explicitly 

in transport coefficients t.i±}. These peculiarities influence the dinuclear system evo

lution. Thanks to the ~election rules for the projection of spin an'd singl~ pa~ticle 

momentum, the existence of the nuclear shell structure restricts essentially the prob

ability of nucleon transfer. Becaus_e of the weak overl~pping of the wave functions the 

transitions between the single particle levels near the Fermi surfaces of the interacting 

nuclei can be made weaker by these selection rules. This fact indicates more wide 

possibilities for the description of the dinuclear system dynamics within microscopic 

approach. 

Let the phenomenological expressions (2) for transport coefficients be valid. Then 

we can equate expressions (2) and (4) and obtain the following iteration procedure for 

reconstruction of the microscopic driving potential. 

(A<->) U(Z + 1) = U(Z) + 2T In _z_ , 
· So 

(5) 

. ' . (L5.(+)) 
U(Z-l)=U(Z)+2Tln _ ~ . (6) 

Using (5) and (6) we can obtain the formula without the free parameter s0 • 

- - D.z+1 (-(-}) 
U(Z + 1) = U(Z) + t In t,~+> . (7) 

Since the phenomenological model describes the charge and mass distributions for 

many reactions quite well, it is interesting to compare the macroscopic driving potential 

with the microscopic calculated 'driving potential. 
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3. Calculation results 

Let us compare the calculated microscopic driving potential with the driving potential 

us-~d in the phenom~nological models. For instance, we consider the din~clear system 

withZ~ot ~ 108. This di~uclear syste~ is foriiied in the reactions 40 Ar(220MeV)+232Th 

and 
32

S(I92MeV) + 238 U which gi've the. ne~r co~pound nuclei with the same excit~tion 
. ·"''t ·- . , '. ' .·' . • 

energy (Et= 34 MeV). However the charge (mass) distributions of these reactions are 
qualitatively different 3 •9 ). . . 

For the calculation of the transport coefficients Ak±) (4) we use the realistic single 

particle level schemes. The absolute values of the single particle energies have been 
• ,'. • j • l • • ; • • ~ ' 

determine.cl in agreement with experimental nucleon separation energies. 

The matrix ele_ments !JPT(R) are taken from 10), where the analytical method of 

_their calculation has been. suggested. This method allows one to obtain matrix ele

. ments for various values of R. AtR 2:: Rep+ ReT (ReP(Tl,is the radius of sewing for 

internal and external parts of t~e single particle state P(TJ) we ,have,·, 

9PT(R) = (-1) 1T+mT+I/2cgcr;✓(2jp + 1)(2jT + 1) 

x:'J:(jT -j,iP½ILO) (jT - mT,/P~PILO) [ApkL(rePR) + ArkL.(reTR)]. 
L . , . , . . " 

At R < Rep + RET the following expression has to be used . 

9PT(R) = (-I) 1T+mT+112cgcr;✓(2jp + 1)(2jT + 1) 

x 'I:,(jT - ½,iP½ILO) (jT - mT,jPmPILO) 
L 

x { (-1)<.L-IT-lp)/2 [BpyL(KpR) +. BrYL(KTR) + DpjL(KpR) + +DTiL(KTR)] 

(8) 

+GPkL(rePR) + GrkL(reTR) + I'far(R,L)}. (9) 

Here jL(x), iL(x), kL(x), YL(x):are the spherical Bessel functions 11 ), /P(Tl and jP(TJ 

are the orbital and total single particle momenta, respectively, mP(Tl is the projection 

of jP(T)• The- dependences of expressions for normalized coefficients cr;(T)' constants 

AP(T), BP(T), DP(T), GP(T) and vahies of I'far(R, L) on single particle quantum numbers 

are given in Appendix. The w~ve numbers for external and internal parts of the wave 

function are determined .in the following way 

2m } reP(T) = \/ ,1" { Beau/ ..;., EP(T) , 

2m { -
KP(T) = ,, 1i2 EP(T) --;. VP(Ti}' 

4 

H 

where liP(T) is the average value of the single particle potential of light {heavy) nuclei · 

over state P(T), m is the proton mass, Bcoul is the Coulomb barrier of the nucleus. 

The phenomenological and microscopic driving potentials, respectively, calculated 

by the expressions (3) and (7) for the dinuclear system with Z101 = 108 are presented 

in Figs. 1 and 2. In our microscopic calculation we suppose the N / Z-equilibrium 

in the dinuclear system to be set in the initial stage oLreaction. Mass numbers for 

light nuclei with Z < 10 were taken according to the experimental Q99-systematics of 

isotope production cross sections 4
) for similar reactions. Functional dependence of 

the microscopic driving potential (7) on the angular momentum is taken into account 

by the value of the dinuclear system temperature T. 
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Fig.l. Phenomenological driving po

te11tial U(Z) for the system with 

Ztot = 108 and Atot = 272 at T = 0 

MeV. The calculated results within 

liquid drop model arc. presented by 

dashed line. The driving potential 

calculated with use of the real nuclear 

binding energy in (3) is presented by 

solid line. 

It is seen that the microscopic and macroscopic driving potentials arc qualitatively 

similar. The dependence U(Z) on Z has few loca.l minima. This fact indicates the 

influence of shell structure on the evolution of the dinuclear system. Absence of the 

local minima for some magic and even values of Z can be explained by the shell 

structure of the conjugated nucleus and the influence of the neutron subsystem. It 

is obvious that the place of the initial configuration defines the evolution direction of 

the dinuclear system. The driving potential has a minimum at Z = 16 and {!(Z = 
17) > U(Z = 18) > U(Z = 19). Therefore, in the case of 40Ar+232Th reaction tl{c 

quasifission channel dominates. For the reaction 32S+238U the quasifission and fusion 

give almost equal contribution to the total cross ·section. It is to be noted that the 

microscopic driving potpntia.l is sensitive to the mass numbers of the dinudcar system 
I 

parts. The width of the Il11sinaro-Gallonc maximum increases with increasing N / Z-
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ratio in the light nucleus. For the illustration of this in Fig.3 the calculated microscopic 

driving potential fo; the 63Cu+197 Au reaction is presented. In this reaction Ztot = 108 

and Atot = 260, that is the system has a smaller numbers of neutrons than in the 

previous systems. 
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Fig.2;· Calculated microscopic driv

ing potential U(Z) for the system 

with Ztot = 108 and Atot = 272 

(r = 1.0 MeV and R = Rp + Rr). 

The arrows indicate the injection 

points for the 32S(l92MeV) + 238 U 

and 40Ar(220MeV) + 232 Th, colli

sions. 

Fig.3. The same as in Fig.2, but 

for the system with Z101 = 108 and 

Atot = 272. The arrow indicate the 

injection point for the 63Cu+197 Au 

collision. 

At the same time the microscopic potential is less sensitive to the increase of the 

temperature T. This leads to.the weak decrease of the depth of local minima. On· 

the other hand, within the phenomenological model the depths of the local minima 

decreases fastly with enhancement of T. Since .zi~±) _ji~~1 ~ 1/r 8 ) for near symmetric 

configurations of the dinuclear system, the influence of the shell structure on the 

nucleon transfer process decreases less with increasing T notwithstanding exponential 

decrease of the shell correction in the binding nuclear energy. Here it is necessary 
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to make the following comment. When we speak about shell effects in microscopic 

consideration, we mean the influence of peculiarities of the single particle spectra near 

the Fermi surface on the nucleon exchange process. In this approach the concept of 

the conservation of individuality of the dinuclear syste~ parts plays the key role 12). 
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Fig.4. . Calculated charge dis_tribu

tion Pz for _the 40 Ar(220MeV)+232Th 

(r = 1.0 MeV, R = Rp+Rr and t = 

4 · 10-21 s) and 32S(192MeV) + 238 U 

(r = 1.0 MeV, R = Rp + Rr and 
/ 

t = 3 • 10-21 s) collisions. 

By using the microscopic transport coefficients the calculated charge distributions 

for the reactions 40Ar+232Th and 32S+238 U (Fig. 4) are in good agreement with the ex

perimental data 3 •9 ). The theoretical dependences give the correct evolution direction 

for the dinuclear system along the mass asymmetry mode of motion. They reproduce 

the experimental maxima of the charge distributions and relation between fusion and 

quasifission chann~ls. This ratio is easily obtained if we consider the dinuclear sys

tem motion to more asymmetric forms like the_ fusion process 12). The decrease of 
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asymmetry and decay of near symmetric configurations of the dinuclear system can be 

considered like quasifission. In the case of 32S + 238 U more than 50% of the cross section 

~orrespond to the fusion-fission channel, while about 20% remain in the 40 Ar + 232 Th 

reaction. The other part of the cross section corresponds to the quasifission channel. 

The discrepancy of the charge (mass) distributions in both reactions· can be explained 

by distinctions of the structure of interacting nuclei in the framework of· the micro

scopic approach. Since the single particle spectra near the Fermi surface of 232Th and 
238U are quite similar, then in the main the shell structure of a light nucleus influences 

the dinuclear system evolution, that is, the first nonoccupied proton level of 32S is 

quite far from the Fermi surface. This decreases the possibility of the nucleon transfer 

from a heavy to a light nucleus. On the contrary, 40 Ar has non.occupied proton single 

particle level. near the Fermi surface. This stimulates the decrease of the dinuclear 

system asymmetry. The N / Z-ratio in the system influences the ratio of the fusion and 

quasifission channels as well. For the 63Cu+ 197 Au reaction approximately 15% of the 

cross section corresponds to the increase of. the mass asymmetry. This seems to be in 

a good agreement with experimental results 13). 

Thus, in the framework of the microscopic approach· it is possible to. obtain the 

qualitative agreement between calculated charge distributions and experimental data. 

4.Conclusion 

Within the microscopi~ and macroscopic approaches the methods of calculation of the 

driving potential are very different. Still the calculated results have demonstrated sur

prising likeness of the microscopic and phenomenological driving potentials. This fact 

can be considered as further argument for the validity of the microscopic approach 

based on the concept of the individuality conservation of interacting nuclei. Taking 

into account the selection: rules for change of the angular momentum and its projec

tion within the microscopic variant we obtain the driving potential that carries more 

information about. the ways of the system evolution. This driving potential seems to 

be more sensitive to the change of the N /Z-ratio in the dinuclcar system part_s. 

Appendix 

In the appendix we present the useful expressions fo~ the calculation of the single 

particle matrix elements 9PT(R). In_ (8) the constants AP(T) are determined in the 

f~llowing form 

AP(T) = a;cTi(i1T(PJ(reP(TJRET(P)) 

8 

where 

. (Ep+ Er+ h_
2
re';,<TJ/m)(re~<PJ + ic~P1)R1T<PJ 

aP(T) = 2( 2 2 )( 2 2 ) 
reP(T) + ICT(PJ reP(T) - reT(PJ ' . ' . 

~U,PcT,(icREP<T>)) = f,P<T>(icRpm) oR . Ji ( ·R ) 
EP(TJ IP(T) IC EP(T) •. 

2 0 (k'P(T)(reP(TJREP(T))). 

Here J,P(TJ (x) is one of the spheri~al Bes~el fun.ctions. , . 

In (9) constants BP(r), DP(r) and GP(r) have form 

where 

Bp<ri = bP<T1[e(y,T(P)(icP,TJREi-<P1ne<Y,P(T·1(icp(T)REp<T)) 

.-eu,T<P>(icP(T1REn,,.1)Wi,PfT1<~P(T)REP(T1))l, 

Dpcr1 = bP(T)reu,T(P)'"P(T)RET(P)ne,y,P(T)'"'P(T)REP(T))) 

+((y,T(P><"P<TJRET(P)))e.u,P(T.>("'P(T)REp<T)))J, 
._, _i 

(-l)'P(T) 
GP(r) = ..;._.-'---ap<T1!(k1T<P>(repmRET(PJ)), 

. 11' 

"'P(T)(Ep + Er - h
2
1-';,(TJ/m)(1-~<PJ + re~<P1)R1PR1T 

bP(TJ = .. · . . 4( 2 · + 2 )( .2 . · 2 ) 
KP(T) reT(P) KT(P) - ICP(T) . 

If rep = reT or Kp ~ Kr th~ corresponding limit of (8) or (9) is calculated.' 

For the normalized coefficients c;;,r> we_ have 

c;~T) = v'2[R1P(T) (I+ =?c~:) k,P(TJ+l (rep(TJREP(T))k,P(T)-1 (reP(TJREP(;))] '-i
12

. 

So far as in {9) the values of 1ir(R, L) depend on R weakly and their analytical 

expression is very complicated, we replaced these terms by their values at R = REP 

+RET• 
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